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A context-free language is said to be real-time strict if it is accepted by a real- 
time deterministic pushdown automaton with empty stack acceptance. This paper 
proves that there exists an effective procedure for deciding whether the language 
accepted by a deterministic pushdown automaton (dpda) is real-time strict. The 
result implies the following: For any subclass ~ of real-time dpda's with empty 
stack acceptance, the problem for deciding whether a dpda is equivalent to some 
machine in c~ reduces to that for deciding whether a real-time dpda with empty 
stack acceptance is equivalent to some machine in c~. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently not only the equivalence problem but also the subclass 
containment problems for deterministic pushdown automata (dpda) have 
received much attention. The equivalence problem for dpda's is the problem 
of deciding for any two dpda's whether the languages accepted by them are 
the same. The containment problem (dpda, ~)  is the problem of deciding for 
an arbitrary dpda M whether there exists a machine in the class ~ accepting 
the same language as M. 
Many contributions have been made to the equivalence problem by many 
authors. Although the equivalence problem for general dpda's remains open, 
it has been shown to be decidable for several subclasses of dpda's: Korenjak 
and Hopcroft (1966); Rosenkrantz and Stearns (1970); Valiant (1973); 
Valiant and Paterson (1975); Taniguchi and Kasami (1976); Oyamaguchi 
and Honda (1978); Friedman and Greibach (1979). The authors have 
proved the decidability of equivalence for real-time dpda's with empty stack 
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acceptance in Oyamaguchi et al. (1980b). Further, they have extended their 
decision procedure to that for two dpda's one of which is a real-time dpda 
with empty stack acceptance. This is one of the most comprehensive r sults 
at the present ime. 
On the other hand, most of the subclass containment problems remain 
open. However, the equivalence problem and the subclass containment 
problem are closely related to each other. Friedman and Greibach (1978) 
have proved that for any subclass of dpda's ~ satisfying certain properties, if
the containment problem (dpda, c~) is decidable, then it is also decidable 
whether two dpda's at least one of which belongs to c~ are equivalent. 
Besides this result, some decidability results for the containment problems 
have also been obtained. For the class F a of finite automata, Stearns (1967) 
proved the decidability of the containment problem (dpda, Fa), which is 
known as the regularity problem. Valiant (1975) has improved the regularity 
test to present an exponentially faster algorithm. Further, Courcelle (1977) 
has shown that the containment problem (dpda, Fa) is equivalent to the 
containment problem (SRQ jump-dpda, F~), and has presented a simplified 
regularity test. Recently, Greibach (1979) has shown that it is decidable 
whether a real-time dpda with empty stack acceptance accepts a linear 
context-free language. 
In this paper, we consider the containment problem (dpda, R0) where R 0 is 
the class of real-time dpda's with empty stack acceptance. We shall call this 
problem the real-time strictness problem for dpda's hereafter. It has been left 
open since it was posed by Valiant (1973, 1975). Here we give an affir- 
mative solution to this problem. 
For this purpose, we use a technique similar to the regularity test for 
dpda's given by Courcelle (1977) or Valiant (1975) and deduce the following 
lemma: For any dpda M we can construct the machine M' in R o such that 
L(M) = L(M') if and only if L(M) is accepted by some machine in R 0. Here 
L(M) denotes the language accepted by M. Since the equivalence for two 
dpda's, one of which is in R 0, is decidable, it follows that the containment 
(dpda, R0) is decidable. 
This work was first presented at the Symposium on Formal Language 
Theory, Santa Barbara (Oyamaguchi et al., 1979). 
2. DEFINITIONS 
We use a notation for dpda's similar to that in Valiant (1973). A dpda is a 
sextuple M = (Q, F, ~r, A, c s, F), where the following statements hold: (1) Q, 
F and S are respectively the finite sets of states, stack symbols and input 
symbols, (2) c s, the initial mode, is in Q x F, (3) A, the set of transition 
rules, is a finite subset of Q XFX (ZU {e}) X Q XF*, and (4) F, the set of 
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accepting modes, is a subset of Q × (F~ {~}). Here ~ is the empty string. A 
transition (q, A, 7r, q', v) has mode (q,A) and inputs, and is written 
(q,A)~ ~ (q', v). Such a mode (q,A) is called a reading mode, or else an 
mode. The set A satisfies the following conditions: 
If (q, A) is a reading mode, there is no transition with mode (q, A) and 
input ~, and for each a in Z there is at most one transition with mode (q,A) 
and input a. Otherwise, there is a unique transition with ~ mode (q,A) and 
input ~. 
A configuration of M is a member c = (q, u) of Q x F*; the state of e is q, 
the stack is u and the height is I cl = l u I, where Iu l is the length of u. If u = e, 
the mode of e is (q, u) and otherwise the mode of e is (q,A), where A is the 
rightmost (i.e., top) symbol of u. If (q,A)--+ ~ (q', v) is a transition of M, we 
write the computation from configuration (q, uA) as (q, uA)-+ ~ (q, uv). A 
computation eo--+~cl ...--+~"c, is a sequence of such computations 
c~--+ =i+~ el+l, and is written as e0~" c n, where a = 7r~ ... 7t n. 
An input string a is accepted from the configuration e if and only if for 
some e' with mode belonging to F, there exists a computation e-~" e'. We 
denote the set of words accepted from e by L(c). Two configurations c~ and 
ez are equivalent, el ==-ez, if L(e~)=L(e2). The language accepted by M is 
the set of strings accepted from e s, and is denoted by L(M). Two dpda's M~ 
and M 2 are equivalent if L(M1)= L(M2). 
Let D be the family of dpda's. A real-time dpda is a dpda with no e 
modes, and a stateless dpda is a dpda with just one state. Let R and S be the 
classes of real-time dpda's and stateless dpda's, respectively. For the class D, 
R and S, we respectively define the classes Do, R 0 and S o by imposing the 
restriction that acceptance occurs only in empty stack configurations. Let c~ 
be a class of machines. A language is called a c~ language, if it is accepted 
by some machine belonging to c~. 
Concerning SRQ jump-dpda (one-state real-time jump dpda with simple 
jumps), we use definitions given by Courcelle (1977). An SRQ jump-dpda 
(jump-dpda, in short) M can be specified by a quintuple (F, S, 6, w s, {~}), 
where F and S are the finite sets of stack symbols and input symbols, respec- 
tively, and ~, ws, and {e} are explained below. We consider all stack words 
of F* as configurations, ws E F* is the initial configuration and the set {e} is 
of accepting mode. This means that acceptance occurs only in the empty 
configuration e. 6 is a partial mapping: F× Z-~F* U ({G} × F). For each 
configuration wA, A E F and input a ~Z,  we denote the computation 
wA ~ w' if and only if either O(A, a) = u and w' = wu, or 6(A, a) - (G, B) 
and wA = w'Bv for some v C (F-- {B})*. In the latter case, a top segment 
By of the stack string wA is popped in one step. Such a computation is
called a jump. 
The definition of the computation is naturally extended to input strings 
like that for dpda. The language L(M) accepted by M is defined by 
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{a C 27* I Ws ~ e}. A configuration w is said to be reachable if w s ~ w for 
some input a, and live if L(w)--/:O. Here w~ is the initial configuration. 
Concerning other notations relating to jump-dpda's we use the same as those 
on dpda's unless stated otherwise. 
3. CONTAINMENT PROBLEM (dpda, Ro) 
We show that there is an effective procedure for deciding whether the 
language accepted by an arbitrary dpda is an R o language. The following 
lemma states Courcelle's result that the class of D o languages coincides with 
the class of languages accepted by jump-dpda's. 
LEMMA 1 (Courcelle, 1977). A language L is a D O language if and only 
i l l  = L(M) for some jump-dpda M. Further, for any D o language L one can 
construct a jump-dpda M such that L = L(M). 
Thus the decidability of the containment problem (jump-dpda, Ro) implies 
the decidability of the containment problem (dpda in D o, Ro). Also, it is well 
known that the latter problem is equivalent o the containment problem 
(dpda, R0). Henceforth, we shall consider the containment problem (jump- 
dpda, Ro). Throughout this section, we are dealing with a fixed jump-dpda 
M=(r ,S ,  L ws, {c}). 
The following definitions on jump-dpda M were given in Courcelle (I 977). 
DEFINITION. Let G: F× F* ~F*  be the partial mapping such that 
G(B, w) = w' if w = w'Bu for some u E (F-- {B})*, 
otherwise undefined. 
DEFINITION. Let 6*: F* X 27* -~ F* U ({G} X F) be the partial mapping 
such that for all A E F, a E ,F,, a E 27% w E 1-*, 6*(w, e) = w, 6*(w, aa) is 
defined if O*(w, a) = w'A E F*F as: 
~*(w, aa) = w'w" 
= (G, B) 
= G(B, w'~) 
if ~5(A,a)=w"El-"* 
if f i(A,a)= (G,B) and w'A E (F-- {B})* 
if 6(A, a) = (G, B) and G(B, w'A) is defined, 
otherwise undefined. 
DEFINITION. Let J(w) = {B E F] ~a E .S*, 6*(w, a) = (G, B)}. 
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DEEINTION. Let w be a reachable configuration. Then, a stable iterable 
factorization of w is a triple (wl, WE, w3) such that 
(1) w=wlw2w3 and wzvse, 
(2) ~a~,a2,a3 G2J*, qA ~F  such that w~'w~A,  A ~2w2A,  
A _~a~ w3, and 
(3) J(w3) = J(wzw3) and L(w3) = 0 ~L(wzw3)  = (~. 
Let (w~,w 2, w3) be a stable iterable factorization of a reachable 
configuration, and let L h = L(w~ w)w3) for h/> 0. Then, the following lemma 
is proved in Courcelle (1977). 
LEMMA 2 (Courcelle, 1977). I f  Lo4:L ~ then for any h and k > 0, 
Lh :~ Lh+k. 
Assuming that the language accepted by M is an R 0 language, we shall 
use the above Lemma2 to show the following: for any reachable 
configuration w, if there exists an accepting computation from w such that 
some segment of w with length longer than a fixed constant is popped in one 
jump, then there exists a configuration u such that L(u)=L(w)  and 
lul<lwl. 
LEMMA 3. Let w be a reachable configuration of jump-dpda M such that 
w =- tBw'v, B E J(v), w' ~ (F - {B})* and L(t) 4:0 for some t, w', v @ F*, 
B C F. I f  L(M) is an R o language and (tBul,u2,u3v) is a stable iterable 
faetorization of w where w'= u~u2u 3, then L(w)=L(tBUlU3V). 
Proof Suppose to the contrary that L(w)4:L(tBu~u3v ). Let vh= 
tBu~uh2u3v for h>/0. Then, by Lemma2, L(vh)4:L(vh+k) for any h and 
k > 0. By the definition of a stable iterable factorization, there exist inputs 
a~, a 2 and a 3 such that 
W s----'* tBU lA  , A ~ uzA  , A c~3 ~ U3V. 
So, let Ws~,~yh~¢~Vh and yh=tBulu~A. Then, L(Yh) 4=L(Yh+k) by 
L(vh) 4= L(vh+k) for any h and k > 0. Since B E J(v) and L(t) 4= O, we can 
find some input fl~ satisfying 6*(v, fl~)= (G, B) and some input f12 accepted 
from t. Then we should notice that for any h >/O, a3fl~fl 2is accepted from Yh 
because uju~u 3E (F-- {B})*. However, we shall show that, if L(M) is an R o 
language, then it is impossible that for any h and k > 0, both L(yh)4: 
L(yh+k) and a3fllfl z ~ L(yh) hold. Thus, we have a contradiction. 
Now, let M' be a real-time dpda accepting by empty stack such that 
L(M') =L(M) ,  and let es~,~ eh be computations of M', where cs is the 
initial configuration of M'. Here the corresponding computations of M are 
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Ws ~a,a~ Yh, SO C h ~ Yh" Since L(yh)  =~ L(Yh+k), L(Ch) =/= L(Ch+k) hold, so 
that e h 4= cn+ k for any h and k > 0. Hence, it is impossible that heights of 
ch's are bounded, so there exists h' such that Ich,] > la3fl~fl2]. Since M' is 
real-time accepting by empty stack, a3fl~fl ~ q~L(eh, ). However, by the 
previous argument a3fllfl 2 E L(ym).  Thus, L(ch,)=/=L(yh,). This is contrary 
to L(M)=L(M' ) .  I 
The following lemma states that for each reachable configuration, a stable 
iterable factorization can be obtained by a suitable factorization of any 
segment with length longer than a fixed constant. 
We represent the cardinality of a set X by #X. 
LEMMA 4 (Courcelle, 1977). Let  lc = I~#F2 #r+', where p = 
max{]w] [6(A ,a )=wEF*  for  some a and A} and let w be a reachable 
eot~guration. For any segment w' o f  w, i f  w = tw'v and I w'l >~ le + 1, then 
there exist segments u~, u 2 and us such that w' = uluzu3 and (tua, u2, uav) 
is a stable iterable faetorization o f  w. 
Without loss of generality we can assume that for a jump-dpda all 
reachable configurations are live. This is justified, since the construction of 
Courcelle (1977) produces a jump-dpda with the desired property whenever 
one starts with an ordinary dpda satisfying it. Also, from a given jump-dpda 
we can easily construct such an equivalent jump-dpda, but the construction 
is omitted. Henceforth we assume that all reachable configurations are live. 
Now, we are ready to give a main theorem of this section. 
THEOREM 1. Given a jump-dpda M, one can construct a machine M'  in 
R o such that, i f L (M)  is an R o language, then L (M) :L (M ' ) .  
Proof. We construct a machine M such that for each reachable 
configuration w of M, the machine A~r has an equivalent configuration 
v~ C F*, and can always manipulate the whole of the top segment of ~ with 
length I c + # + 1. The crucial point is that, if some segment of w of length 
l c + 1 can be popped in one jump, then ATr replaces w with an equivalent 
configuration ~ of length less than I wl, by Lemma 3. 
For any configuration w such that [w[<~l c + 1, ASr has the same 
computations as M. If tw I > l c + 1, then the computation of A1 is determined 
as follows. Let xtA be a reachable configuration of M, A ~ F, x, t E F* and 
let 
xtA ~ w = xtt' v 
for some input a ~ Z', t', v E/-*, where I tt'l = l c + 1 and Iv I > 0. Then, ~r 
examines whether there exists a stack symbol B such that B E J(v) and 
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t t 'E  (F--{B})*.  Note that for such a symbolB, L(G(B ,x ) )~O since all 
reachable configurations are live. If there exist no such symbol B, then )Q 
has the same computation as M. Otherwise, if such a symbol B exists, ~t has 
the following computation. Since I tt'l > le, Lemma 4 ensures that there exist 
segments ul, u2 and u 3 such that ulu2u 3 = tt' and (XUl, u2, u3v) is a stable 
iterable factorization of xtt'v. Also _hi can find such Ul, uz and u 3. Then the 
stack word xtt'v is replaced with xulu3v. Thus ]Q is constructed. 
If L(M) is an R 0 language, then L(M)=L( IQ)  since L(xuluzU3V)-~ 
L(xulu3v ) by Lemma 3. 
From the construction of 2Q, we shall show in the following that at most 
(lc + 2) stack symbols are popped in one jump. If we assume the contrary, 
then for some reachable configuration wBuA, M has a computation 
wBuA --~ w, 
where d(A, a) = (G,B), uA E (F -  {B})*, L(w) 4:0 and luj >I l C + 1, for w, 
u C F*, B, A ~ F and a ~ S. Let w,~ ~ wBuA. Then, in the computation 
there exist intermediate configurations the bottom of which are wBuA. Let c 
be such a configuration occurring first in the computation, and let 
c = wBuAv for some v E F*. Then for some prefix fib of a, 
w s ~wBtA '  b~wBttrAv, 
where tt' = u, for some b ~ _r and A' E F. Since B ~ J(Av), by the definition 
of 3~r, wBtt'Av must be replaced by wBulu3Av where tt' = ulu2u 3 and u 2 4: e 
for some u~, u 2 and u 3. Hence, wBuA is not reachable, a contradiction. 
Thus only the bounded number of stack symbols are popped in one jump 
of ~t. It follows that )~r can be transformed to an equivalent dpda M" ~ D O 
such that e moves are allowed to occur only in a bounded number of 
consecutive steps. Further, M" can be transformed to an equivalent 
dpda M' E R 0 (see Harrison and Havel, 1972). l 
LEMMA 5 (Oyamaguchi et al.,. 1980b and Tomita, 1978). The 
equivalence problem is decidable for two dpda's, one of which is a real-time 
dpda with empty stack acceptance. 
By Lemma 1, Theorem 1 and Lemma 5, the following result is immediate. 
COROLLARY. There exists a procedure for deciding whether the language 
accepted by an arbitrary dpda is an R o language. 
By using the above results, we can show the following theorem: 
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THEOREM 2. Let ~ be any subclass of R o. Then, the containment 
problem (dpda, ~)  reduces to the containment problem (dpda in R o, ~).  
Proof. By Corollary, we can test whether an arbitrary dpda is equivalent 
to some machine in R 0. If there exist no equivalent machines in R0, then 
certainly there exist no equivalent machines in c~, because ~ is a subclass of 
R 0. So, in order to solve the containment problem (dpda, ~) ,  we need to 
consider only the case where an equivalent machine xists in R 0. In addition, 
by Theorem 1, we can construct such an equivalent machine. Thus, the 
containment problem (dpda, c~) reduces to the problem (dpda in R0, ~).  II 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In this paper we have established the decidability of the real-time 
strictness problem for dpda's, which is an affirmative solution to the problem 
posed by Valiant (1973, 1975). Also, we have shown that for any subclass c~ 
of R 0, the containment problem (dpda, C~) reduces to the containment 
problem (dpda in R0, c~). Using this result Oyamaguchi et aL (1980a) have 
shown the decidability of simplicity for dpda's. That is, in the case where 
c~ = So , they showed the decidability of the containment problem (dpda in 
R0, So). Here S O is the class of single-state dpda's with empty stack accep- 
tance. Thus, the decidability of the containment problem (dpda, So) is 
established. Also, our result will be useful for resolving the containment 
problem (dpda, LL(k)  acceptors) which remains open. 
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